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Realistic phase diagram of water from “first
principles” data-driven quantum simulations

Sigbjørn Løland Bore 1 & Francesco Paesani 1,2,3,4

Since the experimental characterization of the low-pressure region of water’s
phase diagram in the early 1900s, scientists have been on a quest to under-
stand the thermodynamic stability of ice polymorphs on themolecular level. In
this study, we demonstrate that combining theMB-pol data-drivenmany-body
potential for water, which was rigorously derived from “first principles” and
exhibits chemical accuracy, with advanced enhanced-sampling algorithms,
which correctly describe the quantum nature of molecular motion and ther-
modynamic equilibria, enables computer simulations ofwater’s phasediagram
with an unprecedented level of realism. Besides providing fundamental
insights into how enthalpic, entropic, and nuclear quantum effects shape the
free-energy landscape of water, we demonstrate that recent progress in “first
principles” data-driven simulations, which rigorously encode many-body
molecular interactions, has opened the door to realistic computational studies
of complex molecular systems, bridging the gap between experiments and
simulations.

Arguably, water is the single most important molecule on Earth, being
an essential component of life1 and being directly involved in several
fundamental biological and chemical processes2. From a scientific
standpoint, one of the most intriguing aspects of water is the contrast
between its simple chemical formula and its complex behavior3. Liquid
water exhibits several anomalous properties4, including the well-
known density maximum at 4 °C which allows fish to thrive at the
bottom of icy lakes. Ordinary ice, i.e., hexagonal ice (ice Ih), is an
extraordinary solid5. It has a lower density than liquid water, which
makes ice float on liquid water. Ice is slippery when one walks, skates,
or just stands still on it, but is sticky when one touches it6. Strictly
speaking, ordinary ice is not even a crystallinematerial since it exhibits
orientational disorder7, which stabilizes the lattice structure and,
consequently, raises the melting point by ~100K compared to the
melting points of other similar chemical compounds5. The origin of
these unusual properties can be traced to the ability of the water
molecules to form directional hydrogen bonds whose strength and
orientation fluctuate in time and space depending on temperature and
pressure8. As determined in the 1930s, the structure of ice follows the
so-called Bernal-Fowler rules, which state that every water molecule is

hydrogen bonded to four other water molecules9. While constraining
the spatial arrangement of water molecules to tetrahedral geometries,
a vast space of energetically favorable solids exists.

The phase diagram of water keeps expanding with time through
a close synergy between experiment and simulation. Pioneering
measurements by Angell and co-workers10,11 and subsequent com-
puter simulations have led to several hypotheses about the exis-
tence of a liquid–liquid critical point at deeply supercooled
temperatures12–15, which have stimulated several experimental
measurements for the past two decades16–20. Similarly, while
experiments continue to make progress in exploring the phase
diagram of water21, with 20 different crystalline ice polymorphs22,23

and 3 amorphous forms24 discovered to date, computer simulations
have generated a plethora of energetically viable ice polymorph
candidates25. Despite significant advancements in computer simu-
lations, reproducing the phase diagram of water experimentally
determined by Bridgeman and Taman in the early 1900s26,27 still
remains a challenge. Current state-of-the-art simulations can only
qualitatively account for the equilibria between liquid water and the
different ice polymorphs28–36. This is symptomatic of the difficulties
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for existing water models to correctly represent the free-energy
landscape of water in regions of the phase diagram that most closely
resemble conditions encountered for aqueous solutions on Earth37.

The accuracy of a computer simulation in predicting the proper-
ties of water across the entire phase diagramdepends on the ability of
the model used in the simulation to accurately capture the underlying
molecular interactions, as well as on the extent towhich the simulation
exhaustively samples the free-energy landscape of water over a wide
range of thermodynamic conditions. On the one hand, the free-energy
landscape of water is particularly complex. For example, the average
molecular dipole moment of water increases by 30–50% moving from
the gas to the condensed phases38. Furthermore, water molecules can
form highly directional hydrogen bonds whose strength is determined
by many-body effects that vary significantly depending on the local
three-dimensional structural arrangement39. In addition, due to the
light mass of the hydrogen atoms, the properties of water are modu-
lated by nuclear quantum effects, which are responsible for several
differences in the behavior of light (H2O) andheavy (D2O)water

40,41. On
the other hand, since some icepolymorphs are separated energetically
by only 0.06 kJ mol−142,43, computer simulations of water’s phase dia-
gram require highly precise determination of the associated free-
energy landscape.

By construction, “first principles” (or ab initio) simulations pro-
vide the most rigorous, although still approximate, description of a
molecular system by solving the corresponding Schrödinger equation
“on the fly”44. Different “first principles” methods, however, exhibit
significantlydifferent accuracyandpredictivepowerdependingon the
approximations that they rely on, ranging from the Hartree–Fock
method45–47, which scales with the fourth power of the number of basis
functions (that isproportional to the systemsize) but neglects electron
correlation, to coupled-cluster methods48,49, such as CCSD(T), i.e., a
coupled-cluster method that includes single, double, and perturbative
triple excitations, which currently represents the “gold standard” for
molecular interactions but scales with the seventh power of the
number of basis functions50–52. In practice, an accuracy-cost compro-
mise has to be made in “first principles” simulations. In this context,
density functional theory (DFT)53,54, which formally scales with the
third power of the number of basis functions, remains the only viable
“first principles” method for computer simulations of condensed-
phase systems55. Besides being still computationally too expensive for
a complete exploration of water’s phase diagram, DFT, however, suf-
fers from inherent limitations due to the use of approximate exchange-
correlation functionals and electron densities56–64, which manifest in
both functional-driven and density-driven errors65–69. A recent study
has shown that even themost accurate DFTmodels exhibit errors that
are similar inmagnitude to the relative differences in lattice energies of
ice polymorphs70. These findings also imply that neural network
potentials of water derived from DFT-based simulations35,71–79, which
are gaining popularity in computational molecular sciences, exhibit
the same limitations of the parent DFT models. Given the short-
comings associated with DFT-based simulations, it is thus not sur-
prising that pairwise-additive water models such as TIP4P/200580 and
TIP4P/Ice81, which were empirically parameterized to reproduce a
subset of experimental thermodynamic data, still provide some of the
most reasonable representations of the phase diagram of water28–33,82.

The development of efficient algorithms for correlated electronic
structure methods has recently enabled routine coupled-cluster cal-
culations of interaction energies for water clusters83,84. This has given
rise to a new class of “first principles” data-driven potentials for
water85–92 that rigorously decompose the interaction energy of an
arbitrary water system into individual many-body contributions93,
which can be efficiently calculated at the coupled-cluster level of the-
ory. Among these “first principles” data-driven many-body potentials,
MB-pol89–91 exploits the “nearsightedness of electronic matter”94 to
accurately describe CCSD(T) interaction energies through a

combination of machine-learned representations of short-range quan-
tum-mechanical interactions and mean-field representations of many-
body effects95,96. Fully derived from CCSD(T) data, MB-pol accurately
predicts structural, thermodynamic, dynamical, and spectroscopic
properties of water from gas-phase clusters97–99 to the liquid100–105 and
ice106–109 phases, bypassing the accuracy limitations of DFT-based
models. The MB-pol potential is thus uniquely positioned to provide
realistic, molecular-level insights into the phase diagram of water.

For a precisedeterminationof the phasediagramofwater, equally
important to the accurate representation of the underlying molecular
interactions is the exhaustive sampling of the associated free-energy
landscape30. The most common approach to characterizing coex-
istence equilibria is thermodynamic integration, which allows for cal-
culating free-energy differences by performing a series of simulations
that connect a phaseof known free energy to the phase of interest110. In
a seminal work28, Sanz et al. used thermodynamic integration in
combination with the Einstein Molecule method and Gibbs-Duhem
integration to calculate the phase diagram of water using different
empirical, pairwise-additive models, providing an important bench-
mark for the ability of computer simulations to reproduce the
experimental phase diagram. It should, however, be noted that cal-
culating the phase diagram of water using the Einstein Molecule
method is not devoid of challenges. In particular, for proton-
disordered ice polymorphs, the Einstein Molecule method requires
exact knowledge of the molecular configuration that minimizes the
associated free energy as determined by the water model used in the
simulations. This is a daunting task to accomplish for partially-
disordered ice phases, such as ice III and ice V, because determining
the corresponding minimum free-energy configuration requires
extremely long simulations due to the extremely slow transition
from one configuration to another111,112. Recent simulation studies
carried out with the TIP4P/2005 and TIP4P/Ice force fields have
shown that the Einstein Molecule method largely underestimates
the thermodynamic stability of ice III compared to direct-coexistence
and enhanced-coexistence simulations33,112,113. As discussed in the ori-
ginal references33,112,113, since both direct-coexistence and enhanced-
coexistence simulations explicitly simulate the crystallization process,
they do not rely on any approximation for the entropic contributions
associated with proton disorder. This allows for correctly determining
the free-energy difference between liquid water and a given ice poly-
morph, independently of the extent of proton disorder present in the
ice polymorph (i.e., direct-coexistence and enhanced-coexistence
simulations inherently sample the relevant regions of the underlying
multidimensional free-energy landscape.)

In this study, we report the phase diagram of water calculated at
the fully quantum-mechanical level using the “first principles” MB-pol
data-driven many-body potential. Using a multi-stage approach that
leverages the computational efficiency of a deep neural network
potential trained on MB-pol data (DNN@MB-pol) and rigorous free-
energy sampling techniques (seeMethods for details), wedemonstrate
that MB-pol reproduces the phase diagram of water with an unprece-
dented level of realism, thus closing the gap between experimental
measurements and simulation predictions.

Results
Liquid-ice coexistence
While it is, in principle, possible to determine each coexistence line
from a single melting point of the relevant ice polymorph, we calcu-
lated a total of 15 melting points. This allowed us to average the
coexistence lines obtained from all the melting points, resulting in
more accurate estimates. Additionally, it allowed us to compare the
melting lines calculated using Gibbs-Duhem integration to themelting
points directly determined from enhanced-coexistence simulations
using the DNN@MB-pol potential. Figure 1a shows that the melting
points determined from the enhanced-coexistence simulations lie
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precisely on the estimated coexistence lines. It should be noted that,
although the coexistence lines were traced using the DNN@MB-pol
potential, the consistency between the melting lines computed using
Gibbs-Duhem integration and the melting points determined from
enhanced-coexistence simulations is equally good for the corre-
sponding estimates obtained at both classical (Fig. 1b) and quantum
(Fig. 1c) levels using the MB-pol potential upon applying thermo-
dynamicperturbation theoryand thermodynamic integrationbymass,
respectively. The comparisons shown in Fig. 1 thus demonstrate that
directly tracing the melting lines using Gibbs-Duhem integration from
single melting points calculated for each ice polymorph is indeed a
reliable approximation.

Phase diagram
Starting from the triple points of the liquid-ice coexistence lines, we
performed additional Gibbs-Duhem integration calculations to obtain

the triple points reported in Supplementary Tables 2–7, and then
determine the DNN@MB-pol and MB-pol phase diagrams shown in
Fig. 2. The phase diagram calculated at the classical level with the
DNN@MB-pol potential (Fig. 2a) correctly locates the regions of sta-
bility of ice Ih, ice II, and ice VI, but does not predict any region of
stability for ice III and ice V. In contrast, the MB-pol phase diagram
(Fig. 2b) obtained at the classical level from thermodynamic pertur-
bation of the corresponding DNN@MB-pol phase diagram displays
distinct regions of stability for all ice polymorphs, achieving semi-
quantitative agreement with the experimental phase diagram (Fig. 2c).
Accounting for nuclear quantumeffects further expands the regions of
stability associated with ice III and ice V, effectively bringing the MB-
pol phase diagram calculated at the quantum level to a quantitative
agreement with the experimental phase diagram. This trend is con-
sistent with previous observations derived from simulations carried
out with different water models32,35, which highlighted the importance

Fig. 1 | Liquid-icemelting points and coexistence lines.Melting points calculated
at the classical level with DNN@MB-pol (a) and MB-pol (b), and at the quantum

level with MB-pol (c) are indicated by stars, while thermodynamically stable and
metastable line segments are represented by solid and dotted lines, respectively.

Fig. 2 | Phase diagram of water. The phase diagrams calculated at the classical
level with DNN@MB-pol (a) and MB-pol (b), and at the quantum level with MB-pol
(c) are comparedwith the experimental phasediagram (d). The experimental phase

diagram is adapted from ref. 5. The regions of stability for ice Ih, II, III, V, and VI and
liquid water are shown as areas colored in green, orange, gray, brown, pink, and
blue, respectively.
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of nuclear quantum effects for a correct representation of free-energy
differences involving ice III and ice V.

The systematic improvement in the description of the phase
boundaries observed when moving from classical DNN@MB-pol to
classical MB-pol simulations, and then from classical MB-pol to quan-
tum MB-pol simulations provides fundamental insights into the level
of accuracy necessary for achieving a realistic representation of the
phase behavior of water. In this regard, Fig. 3 reports the corrections
applied to the chemical potential calculated with the DNN@MB-pol
potential for each ice polymorph with respect to the liquid phase,
whichwere necessary to elevate theDNN@MB-pol results to the actual
MB-pol values (i.e., classical DNN@MB-pol→ classical MB-pol, and
classical MB-pol→ quantum MB-pol). While DNN@MB-pol demon-
strates remarkable consistency with MB-pol for energies and forces
calculated for molecular configurations extracted from MB-pol simu-
lations carried out over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions
(see Supplementary Note 1), the DNN@MB-pol phase diagram calcu-
lated at the classical level (Fig. 2a) is qualitatively different from the
correspondingMB-pol phasediagram (Fig. 2b). Figure 3 shows that the
corrections associated with thermodynamic perturbation calculations
that connect DNN@MB-pol to MB-pol (blue bars) overall favor the ice
polymorphs over the liquid phase. This leads to a significant contrac-
tion of the region of stability for the liquid phase and, consequently,
provides space for ice III and ice V, improving the agreement with the
experimental phase diagram. The shifts in the stability of the different
ice polymorphs are due to the high sensitivity of the free-energy
landscape of water to the level of accuracy achieved in the description
of the underlying molecular interactions, which emphasizes that the
DNN@MB-pol potential, by construction, is not an exact clone of the
MB-pol potential. In this regard, it has recently been shown that neural
network potentials, such as DNN@MB-pol, are intrinsically limited in
their transferability across different phases and thermodynamic con-
ditions, being unable to correctly represent individual many-body
contributions to the underlying energy landscape114, which is particu-
larly important in determining the relative stability of different ice
phases106,115.

Our results are in line with previous observations of proton-
ordered ice II being destabilized relative to the other proton-
disordered ice phases when long-range interactions are properly
accounted for35. Based on the results obtained with the MB-pol

potential, we hypothesize that the phase diagram of water reported in
ref. 36, which predicts ice III to be thermodynamically unstable, may
benefit from thermodynamicperturbation calculations connecting the
neural network potential to the actual reference DFTmodel. It should,
however, benoted that the original phase diagramof ref. 36,whichwas
calculated using the Einstein Molecule method, may also change sig-
nificantly when the free-energy differences are calculated using direct-
coexistence or enhanced-coexistence simulations as discussed in
Supplementary Note 5.

As shown in Fig. 2, accounting for nuclear quantum effects leads
to a quantitative agreement between the MB-pol and experimental
phase diagrams. Figure 3 indicates that the corrections to the dif-
ferences in chemical potential calculated at the quantum-mechanical
level are positive for the liquid-ice Ih and liquid-ice II equilibria,
negligible for the liquid-ice III equilibrium, and negative for the
liquid-ice V and liquid-ice VI equilibria, in line with previous obser-
vations based on simulations carried out with the pairwise-additive
TIP4PQ/200532 model and the revPBE0-D3 DFT model35. The differ-
ent magnitude of the quantum corrections likely depends on the
delicate interplay between competing nuclear quantum effects116 and
different hydrogen-bonding topologies of different ice phases117,
which are further modulated by temperature and pressure. The
investigation of the different impact that nuclear quantum effects
have on the difference in chemical potential between liquid water
and different ice polymorphs will be the focus of a future study.
Interestingly, the largest shifts between the coexistence lines calcu-
lated at the classical and quantum levels withMB-pol are on the order
of ~5 K, which are significantly smaller than the shift of ~20K
obtained from simulations with the TIP4PQ/2005 model. These dif-
ferences can possibly be attributed to the competition between
inter- and intra-molecular nuclear quantum effects116, which is cor-
rectly represented by realistic water models such as MB-pol102 but
exaggerated by empirical pairwise additive models such as TIP4PQ/
2005118.

Comparison with current state-of-the-art simulations
Figure 4 compares the MB-pol phase diagram calculated at the
quantum-mechanical level with current state-of-the-art phase dia-
grams reported in the literature for various water models. Empirical
pairwse-additive water models belonging to the TIP4P family (such as
TIP4P/200533 and TIP4P/Ice113 shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively) and
the polarizable iAMOEBA model34 (Fig. 4c) are able to qualitatively
capture some features of the experimental phase diagram. However,
none of the regions of stability for the different ice polymorphs is
correctly represented, except that for ice Ih. In particular, both TIP4P/
2005 and TIP4P/Ice largely overestimate the region of stability of ice
III, which consequently leads to the shrinking of the region of stability
for ice VI and pushes the region of stability for ice II down to tem-
peratures below 100–150K33,113. Similar performance is exhibited by
iAMOEBA that places the region of stability for ice II and ice VI at
significantly lower temperatures (below 200K) and higher pressures
(above 1.2 GPa), respectively, compared to the experimental phase
diagram.

Both DFT-based phase diagrams calculated at the classical level
with the DNN@SCAN potential (Fig. 4d) and at the quantum level with
the revPBE0-D3 model (Fig. 4e) predict ice Ih, ice II, ice V, and ice VI to
be stable. However, the predicted regions of stability are significantly
different from those observed experimentally, with the revPBE0-D3
model predicting ice VI to be only stable above 1GPa and below 250K.
In addition, both DNN@SCAN and revPBE0-D3 do not predict ice III to
be a stable phase, which is in clear disagreementwith the experimental
observations. As discussed in Supplementary Note 5, the absence of a
region of stability for ice III in the DNN@SCAN and revPBE0-D3 phase
diagrams is likely an artifact of the EinsteinMoleculemethod28 and the
closely relatedDebyeCrystalmethod119, respectively.While calculating

Fig. 3 | Corrections to chemical potentials. Average corrections calculated from
thermodynamic perturbation (i.e., classical DNN@MB-pol→ classical MB-pol) and
thermodynamic integration bymass (i.e., classical MB-pol→quantumMB-pol), and
corresponding net corrections applied to the differences in chemical potentials
between the liquid phase and each ice polymorph. Each error bar is defined as the
variance of the correction over the thermodynamic conditions used in the
calculations.
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the DNN@SCAN and revPBE0-D3 phase diagrams using direct-
coexistence or enhanced-coexistence simulations will likely result in
the appearance of a region of stability for ice III, this will also be
accompanied by the shrinking of the region of stability for ice II, which
is already underestimated by both water models. In addition, since the
region of stability for ice VI is independent of the method used to
calculate the phase diagram (Supplementary Fig. 30), the revPBE0-D3
phase diagram calculated using direct-coexistence or enhanced-
coexistence simulations will likely still not be able to predict the cor-
rect regionof stability for iceVI. Figure 4 clearlydemonstrates thatMB-
pol outperforms all models that have, to date, been used to simulate
the low-pressure region of the phase diagramof water. Combinedwith
previousfindings97–109, the comparisons shown in Fig. 4 provide further
support to the notion thatMB-pol currently provides themost realistic
representation of water across different phases and thermodynamic
conditions.

Thermodynamic transferability
While demonstrating remarkable accuracy in predicting the proper-
ties of water across the entire phase diagram, MB-pol is still a com-
puter model and, therefore, by definition, does not exactly
correspond to “real” water. For example, due to a nearly constant
shift of ~10 K in the liquid–ice Ih coexistence line, MB-pol slightly
underestimates themelting points of the ice polymorphs. As a result,
the melting points predicted by TIP4P/Ice and revPBE0-D3 for ice Ih
at 1 atm appear to be in closer agreement with the experimental value
(Table 1). Among all water models, MB-pol, however, clearly displays
better transferability across different phases and is the only model
that correctly reproduce the overall shape of the experimental phase

diagram. Importantly, the deviations between the MB-pol and
experimental coexistence lines are always on the order of ~10 K
(~0.02 kcal/mol), demonstrating that MB-pol consistently predicts
the properties of “real” water across different phases and thermo-
dynamic condition with an accuracy that is well within chemical
accuracy (1 kcal/mol)120.

Accounting for nuclear quantum effects lowers the melting
point predicted by MB-pol for ice Ih at 1 atm by 3.9 K. While, on the
absolute temperature scale, this shift results in slightly worse
agreement with the experimental value, the relative difference
between the classical and quantum melting points of ice Ih at 1 atm

Fig. 4 | Comparison among state-of-the-art simulations. a Classical phase dia-
gram of TIP4P/2005 from ref. 33 calculated using direct-coexistence simulations.
b Classical phase diagram of TIP4P/Ice from ref. 113 calculated using enhanced-
coexistence simulations. c Classical phase diagram of iAMOEBA from ref. 34 cal-
culated using direct-coexistence simulations. d Classical phase diagram of
DNN@SCAN from ref. 36 calculated using the Einstein Molecule method.
e Quantum phase diagram of revPBE0-D3 from ref. 35 calculated using the Debye

Crystal method. fQuantum phase diagram of MB-pol calculated in this study using
enhanced-coexistence simulations. The phase diagrams that are shown in
a, c, d, and ewere digitized from the original references. In each panel, the regions
of stability for ice Ih, II, III, V, and VI and liquid water are shown as areas colored in
green, orange, gray, brown, pink, and blue, respectively, and the experimental
phase diagram5 is shown using dotted red lines.

Table 1 | Melting point (Tm) and heat of fusion of ice Ih (Hfus) at
1 atm

Method Tm/K Hfus/kJ mol−1

H2O, experiment 273.15 6.01

D2O, experiment 276.95 6.22

TIP4P/Ice 269.8 5.39

DNN@SCAN 312 7.6

H2O, revPBE0-D3 276 6.8

D2O, revPBE0-D3 282 7.4

H2O, MB-pol 262.3 5.83

Classical, MB-pol 266.2 6.42

Comparisons between the melting points and the heats of fusion determined from computer
simulations with TIP4P/Ice122,137, the DNN@SCAN potential121, the revPBE0-D3 model75, and the
MB-pol PEF. We estimated the revPBE0-D3 values from the updated chemical potentials that
correct a sign error in the original calculations75 as described in ref. 35.
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predicted by MB-pol is in remarkable agreement with the difference
of 3.8 K between the melting points of D2O and H2O ice Ih measured
experimentally at 1 atm. This agreement is consistent with the notion
that classical simulations more closely describe the behavior of
heavy water40. Moreover, the MB-pol classical and quantum heats of
fusion determined at 1 atm from the corresponding chemical
potentials (Table 1) are within 3% of the experimental values mea-
sured for H2O and D2O ice Ih, respectively. To put the MB-pol results
in context, DNN@SCAN overestimates the heats of fusion of H2O and
D2O ice Ih by 27% and 22%, respectively121, revPBE0-D3 overestimates
the heats of fusion of H2O and D2O ice Ih by 13% and 18%,
respectively75, and TIP4P/Ice underestimates the heats of fusion of
H2O and D2O ice Ih by 10% and 15%, respectively122.

Discussion
We have demonstrated that the “first pinciples” MB-pol data-driven
many-body potential, which was rigorously derived from the many-
body expansion of the energy calculated at the “gold standard”
coupled-cluster level of theory, predicts the low-pressure region of the
phase diagram of water in quantitative agreement with experiment,
exhibiting an unprecedented level of realism for molecular-level
computer simulations. Besides marking an important milestone in
computer simulations of water, both accuracy and transferability
demonstrated by MB-pol across a wide range of thermodynamic
conditions provide support for the reliability and validity of MB-pol
simulations of water under conditions that are difficult to access by
experiments19,123. In this context, the close resemblance of MB-pol to
the long-sought-after “universalmodel” of water, as defined in ref. 124,
provides a more realistic basis for “in silico” studies of supercooled
water and ice nucleation, which have long puzzled the scientific
community due to inconsistent or inconclusive results from existing
water models. For example, computer simulations with various water
models have yielded a wide range of predictions for a possible liquid-
liquid critical point125 and rates of homogeneous ice nucleation122.
Importantly, since the data-driven many-body formalism originally
adopted in the development of theMB-pol potential has recently been
extended togenericmolecules126–130, our results also indicate that itwill
soon be possible to perform realistic molecular simulations of com-
plex systems, thus bridging the gap between computer modeling and
experiments.

Methods
The phase diagram of water was calculated with MB-pol using a
multi-stage approach as described in detail in the Supplementary
Information. Briefly, we first developed a deep neural network
potential (DNN@MB-pol) trained on MB-pol data which enables MB-
pol-level molecular dynamics simulations at a fraction of the com-
putational cost associated with actual MB-pol simulations. This
speedup was critical to enabling extensive enhanced-coexistence
simulations of the relevant liquid-ice polymorph equilibria, which
would have been otherwise unaffordable with MB-pol. Second, we
calculated the DNN@MB-pol melting points for the relevant ice
polymorphs using enhanced-coexistence simulations which, as dis-
cussed in the Introduction, are not affected by possible artifacts
arising from approximate definitions of proton disorder33,112,113. Third,
starting from the DNN@MB-pol melting points, we determined the
corresponding MB-pol melting points using thermodynamic pertur-
bation theory (Supplementary Note 2). Fourth, we used thermo-
dynamic integration by mass to account for nuclear quantum effects
in the liquid-ice polymorph equilibria and thus calculate the MB-pol
quantummelting points for the different ice polymorphs. Finally, we
used Gibbs–Duhem integration to trace the coexistence lines con-
necting allmelting points and determine the phase diagrams of water
(Fig. 2) at the classical level with DNN@MB-pol and MB-pol, and at
the quantum level with MB-pol.

Data availability
Example files used for the enhanced-coexistence simulations are
available at PLUMED-NEST (https://www.plumed-nest.org), as plu-
mID:23.001. Input and data files for all simulations, as well as the
DNN@MB-pol potential along with the corresponding training set, are
available on Zenodo131. Any other data generated and analyzed for this
study are available from the authors upon request.

Code availability
All analysis files are available at the Paesani Lab data Repository:
https://github.com/paesanilab/Data_Repository. MB-pol reference
energies and forces were computed using the MBX software132, which
is available at: https://github.com/paesanilab/MBX. The DNN@MB-pol
potentialwas trained usingDeePMD-kit133, which is available at: https://
github.com/deepmodeling/deepmd-kit. All classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out with LAMMPS134 patched
with PLUMED135 and DeePMD-kit133. All path-integral molecular
dynamics (PIMD) simulations were carried out with i-PI136, which is
available at: https://github.com/i-pi/i-pi. Any additional codes not lis-
ted here are available from the authors upon request.
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